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Chapter 1760

You deserve it all!

These words are deafening!

Make everyone present cheer up!

And these words, Su Yongcun also said before.

At that time, the man present felt a kind of humiliation and unwillingness.
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Because men are superior to women, this has been the case through the ages.

But now, when everyone hears the same words, it is another feeling.

Everyone felt honored and excited.

Because in the face of absolute strength and absolute miracles, everyone can
only worship.
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It has nothing to do with whether Su Hongxiu is male or female.

At this time, the men held their heads high, trying their best to show a
high-spirited look.

So that Su Hongxiu could see it at first sight, and even be convinced at first sight.

Some people deliberately took two steps forward to get closer to Su Hongxiu.

As soon as they left, the people on the scene were crowded.
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People kept trying to squeeze forward.

“Ouch.” Bai Fengxue, who was a little thin, was suddenly squeezed a little and
shouted softly.

Wiliam gently held Feng Xue and shook his head helplessly.

This Su Hongxiu.
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It’s really not crazy to become a Buddha.

will do things.

However, Wiliam really admired Su Hongxiu’s feelings and ambitions.

However, Wiliam didn’t want to see Su Hongxiu.

Because he understands one thing.

In Su Hongxiu’s heart, it’s not just who said that a daughter is not as simple as a
man.

In Su Hongxiu’s heart, a daughter is far better than a man.

It’s just that if she is so arrogant, she won’t say it.

It is estimated that none of the men present could enter the eyes of Su Hongxiu.

However, Su Hongxiu had to choose one person to end the so-called Caixiu Erlang
Festival.

Then Su Hongxiu’s biggest possibility is to choose Wiliam to take the blame.

Then it’s another matter after the fact.

Thinking of this, Wiliam felt a chill down his spine.

This woman is not good.

It is best that well water does not make river water.

“Wiliam, look up and see, Sister Hongxiu is looking at you.” Bai Fengxue, who was
on the side, pulled Wiliam’s sleeve and said to Wiliam.



The tone was even a little curious and excited.

Wiliam looked at his wife speechlessly.

Blizzard, Blizzard, how big is your heart?

Su Hongxiu is looking at me, can’t you guess what’s going on in her heart?

Your husband is going to be snatched away in public to be the boss of the village,
and you still look like you can eat CP safely without a pair of popcorn?

Bai Fengxue didn’t know if he had absolute confidence in Wiliam, or if he really
didn’t know that there were some small things going on here.

Still looking at Wiliam with high interest.

Wiliam couldn’t help but raised his head and glanced at Su Hongxiu.

as predicted!

Su Hongxiu’s eyes were fixed on Wiliam.

That look, what can I say.

There seems to be a hundred kinds of jokes hidden, and a thousand kinds of
regrets.

Joking about what?

Of course, it was Su Hongxiu who regarded choosing Erlang as a game and
choosing Wiliam as a pastime.

And what are you sorry for?

Naturally, I’m sorry for using Wiliam as a shield.

Wiliam was ten million unwilling in his heart.
But what can be done?

What if Su Hongxiu really chose herself?

There is only one way, and that is to help Su Hongxiu get through this hurdle.

Otherwise, according to Su Hongxiu’s character, there might be some more
idiots.

sad…



The most annoying thing about this kind of men and women is inexplicable.

The people at the scene saw that Su Hongxiu kept looking at Wiliam, and then
kept silent.

Gradually, some voices came out.

“No way? Su Hongxiu really likes that little white face?”

“Wait, why don’t you look at me? I look a thousand times better than that little
white face!”

“Che, what little white face, did others show their strength just now? Just that
guy called the King of Qi is much more powerful than us, and even Su Lanbo is no
match.”

There are voices of doubt and voices of approval.

In the end, however, another argument gradually emerged.

“But that kid is not one of our Cold Boaters.”

“If Su Hongxiu chooses this kid, then this kid must join us in the cold boat.”

“No, no, we Hanzhou people have not accepted outsiders for many years, so
what’s the matter if you come in casually?”

The spearheads turned into the identity of outsiders targeting Wiliam.

In the end, Bai Fengxue finally understood what was going on.

However, she still had a warm smile on her face, “Oh, it turns out that Sister
Hongxiu has also taken a fancy to you. It’s so interesting.”

Wiliam has a black line.

Why also?

Where did it come from?

Who else?

“Shut up, don’t do anything.” Wiliam said to Bai Fengxue in a low voice with a
righteous look.

But Bai Fengxue looked like she didn’t think it was a big deal, and said, “Hum, I
won’t shut up. I don’t know you yet? You’ve been with me forever.”



Wiliam sweated again.

You know this too, so look at the hot coax of wool.

“I want to see how Sister Hongxiu plays this game.” Bai Fengxue said with a smile.

Wiliam felt cold all over.

Women are really not good things.

If you have so much confidence in me, if you continue to be so arrogant, you will
lose me.

“Hongxiu, have you decided?” Su Yongcun couldn’t help but ask.

Because he saw that his daughter had been looking at Wiliam with affectionate
eyes, not to mention how happy he was.

Because Su Yongcun knewWiliam’s identity better than anyone present.

O great sage!

Another martial artist.

Also looks handsome.

Wouldn’t it be a beautiful thing to make Wiliam his son-in-law?

Su Yongcun also had a feeling of misunderstanding in his heart.

I wanted to forcibly give my daughter to Wiliam, but Wiliam refused.

Now I can’t think of it, my daughter also took a fancy to Wiliam.

Then add the rules just now, if the people present refuse, they will not give Su
Yongcun face.

So if Su Hongxiu chose Wiliam, it would be a sure thing.

Su Yongcun just now experienced the feeling of going from hell to heaven, and
just wanted to get this thing done quickly!

“Well, the choice is made.” Su Hongxiu heard her father’s voice and smiled,
charming and charming.

Her eyes were still on Wiliam, without a trace of shifting.

The people at the scene are like falling into the ice cellar.



It appears that the overall situation is set.

This dog man has had shit luck.

Even a woman like Su Hongxiu who looks like a fairy and has the same skills as a
fairy was chosen.

It’s better than being hit by a million-dollar lottery.

Just when everyone was disheartened, Su Hongxiu’s hand pointed in the
direction of Wiliam, in a coquettish manner.

“I’ve chosen, I’ll choose him!”

“Who is that? Isn’t that Wiliam? You asked me to block the direction of my
fingers.”
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